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1 A plurilateral agreement is a multi-national legal or trade agreement between countries. In economic terms, it is an agreement between 
more than two countries, but not a great many, which would be multilateral agreement
2 Estimates based on authors calculations 
3 The expansion of the Information Technology Agreement: An Economic Assessment, European Commission, 2016.

The Information Technology Agreement (ITA) is a plurilateral1 agreement between countries to eliminate 
custom duties and reduce non-tariff measures which restrict trade in Information Technology (IT) and elec-
tronic products. By reducing tariffs and increasing access to IT and electronic products through trade liberali-
zation, the goal of the ITA is to increase global trade and competition in IT goods and services, increase 
adoption of technology, and spur innovation in the sector. ITA accounts for 97 percent of world trade in IT and 
electronic products with trade volume of USD 3.67 trillion in 2019.2 

The ITA was decided in 1996, at the conclusion of World Trade Organization’s (WTO) Singapore Ministerial 
Conference with the Ministerial Declaration on Trade in Information Technology Products. The ITA aimed to 
cover at least 90 percent of total global trade in IT products. The ITA was formed by 29 member WTO states 
(including the European Union). A schedule of duty reduction was agreed upon by the participants, under 
which all duties on the products covered under the ITA would be eliminated by the year 2000. 

TheThe ITA obligates its signatories to apply duty free structure on a Most Favored Nation (MFN) basis on im-
ports of all IT and electronic products. This means that countries that are not a party to the ITA benefit by 
being able to access ITA member states markets, without having to liberalize their IT trade regime. This inher-
ently creates a free-rider problem - countries that are not signatory to the ITA, do not have the incentive to 
be a part of the Agreement. Despite the free-rider issue, there is limited international pressure on remaining 
countries to join the ITA, since 97 percent of the global trade in IT related products is carried out between ITA 
signatories. 

Since 1996, IT and electronics sector has experienced rapid technological upgradation and innovation which 
meant that new IT and electronic products were not covered under the ITA. In order to provide coverage for 
a wider gamut of IT and electronics products under the ITA, a few member states initiated an exercise to 
expand the list of products covered in the ITA. Some products, such as televisions, were flagged as sensitive 
by some countries, which stressed negotiations between member states. Due to varying interests of member 
states, it was challenging to reach a consensus on an updated list of products. Several members insisted on 
includingincluding certain IT and electronic products, which was opposed by other member states resulting in suspen-
sion of the negotiations. 

In the WTO’s tenth Ministerial Conference (MC-10), held in Nairobi in 2015, a list of 201 additional IT and elec-
tronic products were included in the ITA expanded product list. Following the agreed upon expanded prod-
uct list, a staging period for tariff elimination was established for individual countries. Phased transition 
period for tariff elimination was adopted over a 3-year period for most products, 5-year period for sensitive 
products, and 7-year period for exceptional products. Most countries wanted to opt for a longer transition 
period of ten years based on their priorities. The debate on a decade long transition time-frame was cen
tered on rapid innovation in IT and electronic products and the ITA product list becoming antiquated. Many 
countries did not adopt the ITA expanded product list, since an agreement on its scheduling could not be 
reached.3  

The ITA-I Agreement

ITA-II Expansion



4 Ibid.

As the table above highlights, 24 countries and the European Union became members of the expanded 
product list at the conclusion of MC-10. A majority of these signatories comprise of countries which have a 
large manufacturing base and a significant global consumption share of IT and electronic products. These 
countries agreed upon a transition time frame for tariff reduction. Out of the 9,639 aggregated tariff lines (TL) 
agreed upon by countries highlighted in the table above, tariffs have been eliminated on approximately 90 
percent of the TLs. 

Table 1 below lists the countries which are a member of the ITA but have not adopted the expanded product 
list.4 



The ITA-I defined in 1996, included two product lists. The first product list classified products under Harmo-
nized System (HS) codes at the six-digit level and the second list defined specific products. All products cov-
ered under these lists were bound to have zero duty by the year 2000. The products under the ITA-I can be 
broadly categorized into: 

• Computers and peripheral equipment
• Monitors, LED lights, plasma, and other similar technologies
• Electronic components such as semiconductors
•• Computer software
• Telecommunications equipment, including cellphones 
• Analytical instruments 
• Printed Circuit Assembly
• Storage devices

The expanded ITA list agreed upon in 2015 by 25 member states (including the European Union) contain 201 
high-tech products in the following product categories:

•• New generation semiconductors
• GPS navigation systems
• Machine tools for manufacturing printed circuits
• Telecommunications satellites 
• Touch Screens
• Consumer electronics like headphones, loud speakers, amplifiers and video game consoles
•• Medical devices like magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) machines, electrocardiograph (ECG) machines and 
bionic ear implants.

Products Covered by the ITA



5 The imports are calculated based on HS codes in ITA Annex A, and corresponding HS codes for items provided under Annex B. 

Adoption of ITA based products is witnessing a significant growth in Pakistan, despite it not being a signatory 
to the ITA. Imports of ITA based products are a good proxy (measure) of technological adoption in Pakistan. 
Despite not being a signatory to the ITA, Pakistan has registered significant growth in import of ITA based 
products. Imports have increased from USD 0.64 billion in 2003 to USD 4.65 billion in 2019. Figure 1 shows 
the trend in the growth of ITA based products imported in Pakistan as listed in the ITA product list.5 These im-
ports do not include products that have been identified under the ITA-II expanded product list, in order to 
analyze the potential impact of analyze the potential impact of Pakistan acceding to the ITA-I.

As depicted in figure 1 above, imports have steadily increased during periods of economic growth in Paki-
stan. The steep incline in 2008 was recorded due to inclusion of mobile phones under HS code 8517. There 
has been a slight decline in imports since 2017 owing to the depreciation of Pakistan’s rupee due to external 
account pressures and declining economic growth during 2018 and 2019. A similar trend was also evident 
between 2012 and 2013, when Pakistan faced an external account crisis. 

AnAn increasing population with a proclivity for consuming IT and electronic products will increase imports of 
these products in Pakistan. With an average population age of 22, Pakistan will need more IT and electronic 
products to be productive and keep up with global pace of technological adoption. As evident, the local pop-
ulation is adopting technology readily. ITA can help increase rate of adoption, but it will have a marginal 
impact. There are already about 39 million unique subscribers of 3G cellular telephony in Pakistan, which is 
projected to increase to 77 million by 2023. Should Pakistan sign the ITA-I and zero rate imports of electron-
ics, one can expect a further acceleration of imported finished goods. 

Figure 1 - Import of ITA related products in Pakistan
Source: ITC Trade Map Database

Trends in the use of ITA and electronic products



Exports in Pakistan’s IT-related services have grown significantly and marked a five-fold increase during the 
last decade. Figure 2 shows that exports increased by a CAGR of 19.3 percent from USD 204 million in 2010 
to USD 995 million in 2019. The growth in exports from IT-related services sector are not curtailed due to dif-
ficulty in hardware imports. Rather, as anecdotal evidence suggests, the greater challenge facing Pakistan is 
scarcity of human resources in the sector. Investments are needed in developing human capital to increase 
Pakistan’s export proceeds from the IT-related services sector. Hardware needed for exporting IT-related ser-
vices is imported and readily available in the domestic market.

There are no notable exports of ITA-related products from Pakistan which indicates that Pakistan does not 
have a manufacturing base of IT and electronics products. To increase manufacturing of IT and electronic 
products, Pakistan should develop a localization scheme to encourage domestic manufacturing. Without a 
concentrated policy to address low level of manufacturing, Pakistan will continue to be an import destination 
for IT and electronic products. 

Figure 2 - Export Value of IT-Related Services
Source: State Bank of Pakistan

Exports in IT-related services sector



Expansion of global trade in IT and electronic products has been aided by the ITA and has increased mani-
fold since 1996. The products covered under the ITA-I are the most traded category of goods in the world.6  
The total trade under the ITA-I products was USD 3.67 trillion in 2019, roughly 19 percent of total global trade. 
A historic cross sectional review depicts that the ITA member countries have greater exports of IT and elec-
tronic products, but a deeper analysis shows that this is by default. ITA member countries accounted for 90 
percent trade of global IT and electronic trade in 1996. After almost two decades, in 2019, their share of trade 
in IT and electronic products remained over 90 percent. Proportionally, their share of total global trade was 
also above 90 percent in 2019. This shows that countries which signed up already had a sound manufactur-
ing base in electronics and IT products. 

A number of countries acceded into ITA due to national interests and are considered passive members of the 
ITA by the WTO. There are 33 countries categorized as “passive”, notably China, Vietnam and Russian Feder-
ation. Some countries membership into WTO was contingent upon joining the ITA; it was a requirement 
stated in their WTO accession protocols. Apart from WTO membership, ITA accession by passive members 
was motivated by accession into the EU and the US Free Trade Agreement (FTA).7 This highlights that a 
number of countries became a signatory to the ITA as a consequence of diplomatic imperatives rather than 
by choice. 

Most countries have strategic economic considerations for being a signatory to the ITA, and this report will 
review economic opportunities, if any, for Pakistan to be a party to the ITA. It is worth highlighting that a 
number of ITA-I member countries have refused to be a part of the ITA-II expansion list, including India, 
Turkey and Vietnam. Only countries that have significant export markets of new products (or are a member 
of the EU) have agreed upon the expanded product list. Multiple rounds of negotiations on expanded ITA-II 
product list failed because national economic interests of the countries did not align. Countries did not want 
toto open their countries to cheaper international products which would hamper their domestic production. Tel-
evision sets was a particularly contentious topic of discussion for a few countries and they refused to be a 
part of the ITA-II expanded list. Even EU, which holds a significant clout at the WTO and is a staunch supporter 
of the ITA, made a sensitive list of products for phased deletion over a period of seven years. 

ITA member states have larger economies, greater population size and greater income per capita than the 
non-member states, which encourages scale and domestic production. Table 2 shows the population and 
the size of the economies for the ITA and non-ITA member countries8: 

Comparison of ITA and non-ITA countries



Global trade flows in products covered under the ITA-I have increased four-fold since 2000 and are forecast-
ed to keep growing as IT and electronics become more integrated in all aspects of economic activities. A sig-
nificant majority of total trade in these products takes place in the ITA-I member countries, which also have 
higher trade flow for all products and commodities. In most part, ITA countries have a dominance in global 
electronics trade. The following sections will review the trade patterns of ITA and non-ITA countries.  

Trade data used in this section has been acquired from the WTO - ITC Trade Map database. It covers a time 
period of 2001-2019. Global trade data for ITA based products is available for 2001-2019, and for Pakistan the 
trade data is available from 2003 onwards. The analysis does not include Luxembourg, an ITA member coun-
try, since data is unavailable on the WTO - ITC Trade Map database. A country’s trade figures are classified 
under “ITA member country” category beginning from the year of the country’s accession into the ITA. For in-
stance, China became a member ITA country in 2003, therefore, its trade figures have been reported under 
ITA country since 2003. The two Annexes in the ITA-I agreement have been covered up till the 6-digit Harmo-
nized System (HS) codes including all “ex” lines under it. The HS lines used in this analysis have been ob-
tained by the Federal Board of Revenue’s (FBR) classifications for Pakistan. 

Trade Trends of Products Covered Under ITA-I

A note on the data



Imports of IT and electronic products by ITA member states encompass over 90 percent of total trade. Figure 
3 shows that the global imports of products covered under the ITA-I have increased by a CAGR of 8.4 percent 
from 2001 to 2019. The imports of ITA based products by ITA-I member countries increased by a CAGR of 
8.93 percent and that of non-member countries by a CAGR of 3.64 percent during the same time period. 
Higher CAGR of ITA member countries is not surprising, since advanced economies tend to import more. 

The proportion of total IT and electronic products imported by ITA countries has vacillated around 90 percent 
and has remained above 94 percent since 2017. The global trade flows have been growing significantly and 
will continue to grow at a higher rate within the ITA countries. The recent increase of ITA import share can 
also be attributed to a few more countries acceding to ITA since 2013, most notably the Russian Federation.

Figure 4 - Percentage share of ITA and non-ITA countries in global imports
Source: ITC Trade Map Database

Figure 3 - Global Imports of ITA Products 
Source: ITC Trade Map Database

Import pattern of ITA member states and non-member states



ITA-I member countries have a predominant share of exports of IT and electronic products. Since China’s ac-
cession into the ITA in 2003, the share of ITA member countries exports increased and remained above 95 
percent; the share of member countries was slightly below 90 percent prior to 2003. Figure 6 shows the pro-
portion of exports of ITA-I member versus non-member countries as a share of global exports for ITA related 
products.

Figure 6 - Percentage share of ITA and Non-ITA countries in global exports 
Source: ITC Trade Map Database

Figure 5 - Indexed Growth Rate of ITA related imports 
Source: ITC Trade Map Database

Export pattern of ITA member states and non-member states



An important trend to note is that ITA signatory countries have higher exports than imports, which is indica-
tive of their integration in the Global Value Chain (GVC) of electronics equipment. The remaining countries 
contribute to a smaller share of global electronics exports.   

There are notable examples of countries that are not member of the ITA, and yet have significant exports of 
IT and electronic products. There are seven countries that export approximately USD 1 billion as shown in the 
table below (along with Cambodia with USD 0.5 billion exports).

Mexico is the seventh larger exporter of products covered under ITA, with exports of over USD 92.8 billion. 
A majority of exports by Mexico are to the United States of America. Following Mexico, other countries with 
significant exports include Tunisia, South Africa and Brazil. The WTO has expressed its interest in including 
these countries within the ITA, but these countries have not yet acceded, while having significant exports of 
ITA related products. They have an added advantage of leveraging zero bound tariffs on exports of their IT 
and electronic products to all ITA member countries. These countries have successfully managed to develop 
their capabilities and infrastructure to compete globalltheir capabilities and infrastructure to compete globally, while not being a party to the ITA. 



9 Hobday, M., 1995. East Asian Latecomer Firms: Learning the technology of electronics. University of Sussex, U.K. World Development, Vol. 
23, No. 7

Pakistan’s accession into the ITA will hamper its ability to develop its electronics and IT manufacturing base. 
Currently, Pakistan has limited production capabilities in products covered under the ITA-I, and the industries 
that exist are nascent. Without a cascading tariff structure, which makes it expensive to import finished goods 
and access raw material at low custom duty, international firms will not have an incentive to develop assem-
bling and manufacturing facilities within Pakistan. A “Make in Pakistan” policy in the ITA product space can 
only take place by providing nascent industries protection against zero rated imports of finished goods. 

PriorPrior to integrating itself in the Global Value Chain (GVC) of IT and electronic products, Pakistan will require 
indigenous manufacturing facilities for IT and electronic products. Without capitalizing on its captive market, 
developing scale, acquiring skills, investing in Research & Development (R&D), creating distribution and mar-
keting mechanisms, and integrating itself to the global markets, it will be nearly impossible to be enter the 
GVCs. Empirical evidence highlights that all governments have supported their private sectors through trade 
and industrial policies to transition towards electronics manufacturing. “Late-comer” economies such as Pa-
kistan, which have a limited industrial base of IT and electronic products, need tailored policy approach to at-
tract investments, and an ITA driven zero-rated regime for imports will only make Pakistan’s products less 
competitive against cheap imports.

Technological acquisition in IT and electronics manufacturing emanates through a structured localization 
process. Innovation and cutting edge technological research is undertaken by large Multi-National Corpora-
tions (MNCs), with research and design housed in developed economies. Labor intensive and low value 
added assembling and component manufacturing is carried out in developing countries. WTO purports that 
joining the ITA will make firms innovate and become more competitive. But countries which have no existing 
IT and electronics manufacturing base will not be able to catch-up or innovate, and will continue to import 
products in increasing numbers.  

Firms in developing countries do not have the skill set, technology, and capital needed to develop IT prod-
ucts indigenously. These resources can only be acquired over a period of time. Rapid pace of innovation and 
technological upgradation make it increasingly difficult for new entrants to catch-up. Historically, South East 
Asian countries, China, and more recently, India and Bangladesh have been able to localize electronics man-
ufacturing to a certain degree. Countries over a period of time develop product sophistication and a greater 
level of localization if a vibrant eco-system develops in their own countries. For example, Taiwan would not 
be able to establish domestic brands such as Acer and Asus, had there not been a vibrant component manu-
facturing industry. Foxconn, the largest component and contract manufacturer in the world, was incubated by 
Taiwan’s policy to encourage assembly of consumer goods like radio’s and television’s in the 1970’s. Similar-
ly, Samsung would not have developed its electronic and semi-conductor products, had it not formed a JV 
with Japanese firm Sanyo.9 

Domestic electronic component manufacturing is crucial for value added manufacturing. Local demand for 
components of electronics and IT products will be necessitated if Pakistan has companies that assemble 
devices such as mobile phones and white goods. Firms will be encouraged to invest in the sector if there is 
a captive market and it’s cheaper to manufacture domestically rather than importing finished products. 
Higher sophistication in component manufacturing and increasing domestic value addition can take place 
through a phased approach, as adopted by India and Bangladesh. By providing an incentive to the private 
sector to localize through tariff differentials at various stages of product sophistication, firms will find it feasector to localize through tariff differentials at various stages of product sophistication, firms will find it fea-
sible to invest in technological manufacturing. 

Impact on technology acquisition and localization



It is pertinent to mention that Pakistan has developed its automobile industry by adopting a cascading tariff 
structure which encourages domestic value addition. Successive Auto Development Policies (ADP) imple-
mented by the Government of Pakistan allowed domestic automobile sector to develop from infancy to 
achieve up to 70 percent localization. By forming JVs with international firms, domestic vendors were able to 
scale up manufacturing of automobile components. With their existing scale, some firms are now able to 
export and integrate with the GVCs. Had import of automobiles been allowed without a tariff structure, there 
wouldwould be no domestic vehicle manufacturing nor a component industry in the automobile sector. Despite 
progress in the sector, domestic firms have not developed capabilities to manufacture the most sophisticated 
parts of vehicles. The policies can be revised to encourage further deletion and technological sophistication, 
but nonetheless, a strategic policy approach is necessary for localization of manufacturing.

Joining the ITA will impact existing and potential jobs in the IT and electronic sector, specifically for products 
covered under the ITA. Availability of cheaper products from international markets will result in layoffs of the 
nascent IT and electronics manufacturing sector. This includes workers employed with skilled jobs within 
LED and white goods industry (that manufacture televisions), smart phones and the laptop assemblies. Within 
these three sectors, there is a significant room for domestic growth and employment opportunities. In poten-
tial sectors with an opportunity to develop manufacturing capabilities, such as computer peripherals and ac-
cessories,cessories, electronic gadgets, and medical devices, Pakistan will be unable to create skilled jobs. By import-
ing finished IT and electronic products, Pakistan will create limited low-skilled retail and commerce related 
jobs. 

The Mobile Device Manufacturing Policy (MDMP) announced by the Government of Pakistan in 2020 will 
be jeopardized, should Pakistan accede to the ITA. The MDMP emulates a successful Auto Development 
Policy for automobile manufacturers. The MDMP is structured to localize production through a tariff differ-
ential between importing smart phones and Semi-Knocked-Down (SKD) kits. The SKD kits include compo-
nents of cellphones which are assembled domestically. A tax and tariff differential between imported smart 
phones and SKD kits creates an arbitrage and an incentive for firms to invest capital in manufacturing facili-
ties. In a phased manneties. In a phased manner, further differentiating duties on raw materials will be needed to manufacture com-
ponents locally and to enable transition from SKD kits to CKD (Completely-Knocked-Down) kits. This is simi-
lar to the policies adopted by India and Bangladesh.  

The MDMP announced by the Government of Pakistan through its budget in 2020 has garnered interest of 
international firms. The second largest phone manufacturer in the world, Samsung, has expressed its inter-
est in setting up an assembly plant in Pakistan. Domestic firms that manufacture smart phones in Pakistan 
have also welcomed the Government of Pakistan’s initiative. Anecdotal evidence suggests that internation-
al firms, including Chinese firms, have expressed interest in establishing assembling facilities for smart 
phones in Pakistan based on the MDMP. Not only will this create skilled jobs in the sector, it will also create 
a components vendor industry. 

Joining the ITA will abolish the tariff differential which creates an incentive for firms to manufacture IT and 
electronic products for domestic firms. Although, the ITA will lower prices for final products in the short run, 
but in the long run it will create dependencies for Pakistan to be an import reliant country for these prod-
ucts. The interest generated by international firms will wane if they find it cheaper to import and sell directly 
to domestic consumers. In the long run, added pressure on the external account due to high imports will 
aggravate external account imbalance. 

Smart phones is a sub-set of the opportunities that lie in IT and electronics products that are covered under 
the ITA. Pakistan will be unable to manufacture most products in the future that it is currently not producing. 
There are a number of IT and electronic products that have significant growth potential in Pakistan, such 
medical devices, computers and its accessories, toys, electronic gadgets, or any product that involves 
semi-conductor assembly. LEDs are also covered under the ITA, while they are not a significant proportion 
of imports, the domestic LED industry will also find it harder to compete with cheaper Chinese products. 

The impact of ITA on Domestic Industries

Impact on domestic jobs



There has been an increasing focus on indigenizing manufacturing in the year 2020. USA is already creating 
tariff barriers to limit imports of manufactured products. Covid-19 pandemic has further created an urgency 
for countries to build domestic capabilities. Similarly, United Kingdom’s exit from the EU to an extent was to 
regain sovereignty in its trade policies. Limiting imports and focusing on exports, is becoming a key focus of 
countries. After the Covid-19 pandemic, there is an increasing inclination for greater self-sufficiency in do-
mestic manufacturing. The WTO led trade liberalization program is heading to a halt. The US-China trade war, 
renegotiation of NAFrenegotiation of NAFTA, and a fractious Brexit, all underline a shifting global paradigm. 

The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the need to have greater domestic production capabilities, there-
fore, increasing number of countries are trying to gear up their domestic manufacturing capabilities. Pakistan, 
should also seek to encourage its private sector in investments that diversify the manufacturing base. An ac-
cession into the ITA will thwart Pakistan’s chances of localization and value added manufacturing in IT and 
electronic products.  

By joining the ITA, the Government of Pakistan will lose a significant source of revenue in the form of custom 
duties and regulatory duties. The Government of Pakistan is already faced with fiscal constraints and elimina-
tion of all duties on imports of USD 4.7 billion will create challenges in raising revenue. While a reduction in 
duties will increase the imports of goods and will generate some revenue through the General Sales Tax 
(GST), but the increase will hardly offset the loss in revenue through custom duties. It is not feasible for the 
Government of Pakistan to lose this revenue source. FBR has estimated revenue loss of PKR 3.5 billion from 
105105 tariff lines following Pakistan’s accession into the ITA. From an export incentive perspective, the Govern-
ment of Pakistan should bring electronics manufacturing under Duty and Tax Remission Scheme (DTRE) or 
similar schemes to keep exports competitive and viable. Exports from ITA-I products will require Pakistan to 
create capabilities to manufacture these products, which is currently not the case. 

As highlighted in the previous section, a successful Make-in-Pakistan policy in IT and electronic products will 
require localization of assembly and manufacturing. Arguably, without a policy framework that creates an ar-
bitrage in the form of cascading tariffs, a nascent electronics industry in Pakistan will not be able to flourish. 
There are a number of key elements of governance and geo-politics that should be taken into consideration 
before joining the ITA.

A Make in Pakistan policy that is the cornerstone of the current Government’s agenda, is not in coherence 
with Pakistan’s accession to the ITA. The Strategic Policy Framework (STPF) 2020-2025 envisions promoting 
a cascading tariff structure which enhances domestic manufacturing. With an even, zero-duty structure on 
imports for raw materials, intermediate goods and finished products, there will be no incentive for the private 
sector to manufacture electronic products domestically, while cascading of tariffs will create opportunities for 
investments and localization. Similarly, a key pillar of the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) Policy is to create 
linkageslinkages between trade and industrial policy. International firms will not be interested in establishing JVs with 
local firms for its captive domestic audience. It will be cheaper and efficient for firms to import finished prod-
ucts than to manufacture domestically. 

Coherence in Government Policy 

Loss in Government Revenue

Geo-Economic Considerations in 2020



Pakistan should consider a membership into ITA when it sees a strategic economic advantage in doing so. 
Currently, historic trade data and international examples highlight that Pakistan has no advantage in becom-
ing a member to ITA. The expanded ITA envisions reduced costs and barriers to trade in technology and pro-
mote growth, jobs and innovation. Despite no-duty regime under the ITA, Pakistan’s imports of IT and elec-
tronics products have registered a CAGR of 13.2 percent since 2003. Accession in ITA will further increase 
the import volume, even if by a limited volume. Reduction in tariffs will have limited impact in further increas
ing and improving Pakistan’s IT coverage. The businesses and population is still able to access these prod-
ucts without any problems. Pakistan faces a far greater challenge of becoming import reliant for these prod-
ucts, and Pakistan will not be able to catch up with international manufacturing without a tariff regime in place 
for IT products manufacturing. 

There is no compulsion on WTO members to join the ITA, and it is voluntary. While “voluntary”, WTO has tried 
to steer member countries to join the ITA through different incentives as mentioned above. For instance, the 
membership of a country into the WTO will be contingent upon acceding to the ITA. For Pakistan, there is no 
immediate need or strategic gain in joining the ITA. Rather, it will lose its independence over its trade policy 
on ITA related products. It will lose a key component in its ability to formulate a domestic electronics manu-
facturing policy. Rather, Pakistan is placed in an advantageous position like Mexico, Tunisia, and Bangladesh 
byby having duty free access to international markets. Rather than undermining its domestic policy like India, 
Pakistan should focus on attracting Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in the electronics sector by focusing on 
Ease of Doing Business (EoDB), reducing regulatory burden, providing better infrastructure, seamless transit 
of goods on ports, internationally competitive utility rates, and functional Special Economic Zones (SEZs) 
which offer single window operations for Government services. Acceding to ITA will not accomplish the ob-
jective of attracting investments into the country, as long as key structural issues are not resolved. The hesi-
tation of many countries in becoming a signatory to the ITA-II expansion highlights the threat these countries 
perceive to their indigenous manufacturing and trade policy.

Non-binding Applicability to Join ITA

Advantage of Becoming an ITA Member



10 Ministry of IT, Government of India, dated 28th April, 2017 notification of the PMP Programme File No.4(8)/2016-IPHW
11 Minutes of the meeting of 28 June, 2017, Committee of Participants on the Expansion of Trade in Information Technology Products, World 
Trade Organization
12 Minutes of the Committee on Market Access on 22 September, 2017, Committee on Market Access, World Trade Organization
13 “Made in Bangladesh” smartphones headed to US, The Daily Star, 19th February, 2020, web link:
https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/made-bangladesh-smartphones-headed-us-1870069

India acceded to the ITA in 1997 and since has pursued a program of localizing electronics in India. In its Na-
tional Policy on Electronics (NPE) in 2012, India acknowledged its participation in the ITA and encouraged 
building capabilities by providing various fiscal incentives, infrastructure and logistical support to the domes-
tic manufacturers. In its updated NPE in 2019, India admitted that “the electronics hardware manufacturing 
sector faces lack of level playing field vis-à-vis competing nations on account of several disabilities which 
render domestic electronics hardware manufacturing uncompetitive.” In the same policy, it also highlighted 
thatthat production of mobile handsets, LCD/LED TV’s and LED products is being localized to a certain degree 
but further localization will not be possible “in the absence of vibrant components manufacturing ecosystem 
in the country.” As mentioned in the NPE, India introduced the Phased Manufacturing Programme (PMP) for 
mobile phones to increase domestic value addition. 

The PMP for mobile phones is centered on providing a time bound tax and tariff differential and encourages 
domestic value added. Phased over a course of few years, each phase encourages further value addition by 
tariff differentiation. The main phases of the PMP include10:

• Phase 1: Assembling phones from basic built up units and local packaging
• Phase 2: Establishing charger and battery factory 
• Phase 3: Raising tariffs on mics, die cut parts, mics, speakers and USB to produce them locally
• Phase 4: Localizing Printed Circuit Board Assembly and Surface Mount Technologies

TheThe PMP is in contradiction to the ITA since it has raised tariffs on imports. Japan, EU, and Taiwan have initiat-
ed WTO dispute claims against India regarding duties imposed by India on imports of IT products under its 
Make in India program. The complainants argue that India applies duties in excess of the rate bounds under 
its Schedule of Concessions and Commitments that have been set at zero percent. EU had shared their con-
cern that India was applying 10 percent duty on ICT product, mobile phones, under HS Code 8517 covered 
under the ITA. Furthermore, EU disputed India’s tariffs on HS Code 8525.80.20, digital video cameras, and 
HSHS Code 8542.39.00, electronic integrated circuits.11 Similarly, the United States has also alleged India of 
breaking its international commitment on HS Code 8717.12.00 on mobile phones by increasing tariffs and not 
providing duty free access. Taiwan and Singapore pointed out that Indian Customs Notifications 11/2014 and 
56/2017 were inconsistent with its accession into the ITA.12

While these disputes are still under arbitration, it highlights that India is facing pressure from international 
community to eliminate its tariffs and duties, the key feature of its PMP. On the other hand, Bangladesh is not 
a party to the ITA and it continues to develop its electronics sector through mobile phone manufacturing. 

A key element in Bangladesh’s strategy to manufacture electronics is to provide the private sector an incen-
tive structure to localize. Its strategy has been successful and it is able to sell 65 percent of phones produced 
domestically. Samsung manufactured 95 percent of phones sold in Bangladesh domestically. Bangladesh 
has a simple policy structure to incentivize domestic manufacturing – a tariff differential between imported 
mobile phones (Completely Built Units (CBUs)), SKD’s and Completely Knocked Kits (CKDs). 

The policy structure adopted by Bangladesh has allowed its firms to scale manufacturing and investments in 
smart phones and other electronic products. The largest electronics manufacturing conglomerate, Walton 
Group, produced the countries first smartphone and tablet marked with “Made in Bangladesh”. The Walton 
Group is now manufacturing computers and laptops as well. The success of the policy can also be gauged 
by the fact that the Walton Group has now started manufacturing smart phones for a US firm as an Original 
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM).13
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Bangladesh’s success would not have been possible had it acceded to the ITA. It would not have been able 
to provide a 56 percent tax and tariff gap between CBU’s and CKD kits. This tariff differential has galvanized 
domestic production and localization. Concomitantly, manufacturers in Bangladesh retain duty free access 
into ITA member countries which provide it an opportunity for duty-free export to over 90 percent of global 
markets.14

Philippines acceded to ITA in 1999, and its IT and electronics exports increased four-fold from USD 10.9 bil-
lion in 2001 to USD 42.3 billion in 2019, accounting for sixty percent of its total exports. Philippines accession 
into the ITA was preceded by decades of electronics manufacturing.

As Figure 7 indicates, Intel was amongst the first few companies that invested in Philippines for electronics 
manufacturing, primarily semi-conductors. Over the course of two decades after 1970’s, investments in-
creased in Philippines by companies from the USA, EU, South Korea and Japan. After the global financial 
crises in 2007-08 some large companies like Intel left Philippines due to the drop in global demand of com-
ponents. Since then, the Government of Philippines has promoted local ownership through an incentive 
structure which encourages higher Filipino shareholding. As figure 7 shows, post ITA accession in 1999, 
some of the larger investments were made by domestic Filipino manufacturing companies, Cirtek and First 
Philec. 

Philippines success as a component manufacturer emanated from its ability to attract investors in its country 
by providing them access to good infrastructure and cheap labor. An increase in investments since Philip-
pines accession into the ITA cannot be attributed to the ITA, rather to conditions that fostered electronics 
manufacturing preceding its accession to the ITA. One contributing factor to FDI in Philippines is cheaper 
labor force which is proficient in speaking English language. Its success in attracting FDI can also be attribut-
ed to functioning SEZs managed by Philippine Export Zone Authority (PEZA). These SEZs are a hub of manu-
facturing that encourage investment, provide facilities, lower taxes, and provide one stop shop to deliver 
government services to businesses. 90 percent of electronics manufacturers are located in two clusters 
within the SEZs, Metro Manila and Calabrazon region which allow greater synergies and coordination. These 
economic zones have created electronics clusters which benefit from agglomeration and technological spill-
overs.15 

14 Under SRO No. 132 issued by the Ministry of Finance, Government of Bangladesh, dated: 01.06.2017 and Under SRO No. 177 issued by 
the Ministry of Finance, Government of Bangladesh, dated: 13.06.2019 valid till June 2020
15 The Philippines in the Electronics & Electrical Global Value Chain, Policy Briefs, Series No. 2017-07, Department of Trade & Industry Philip-
pines

Figure 7 - Chronology of Electronics Investments in Philippines 
Source: Department of Trade and Industry, Philippines
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